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ABBREVIATIONS 
 

ADB - Asian development Bank 

AHs/APs - Affected Households/Persons 

C&P - Consultation and Participation 

COI - Corridor of Impact 

DIMDM - Department of Internal Monitoring and Data Management 

DMS - Detailed Measurement Survey 

DRP - Detailed Resettlement Plan 

EA - Executing Agency 

GDR - General Department of Resettlement 

GRC - Grievance Redress Mechanism 

GRM - Grievance Redress Mechanism 

IA - Implementing Agency 

IOL - Inventory of Loss 

IRC - Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee 

IRC-WG - Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee Working Group 

IRP - Income Restoration Program 

LAR - Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement 

MEF - Ministry of Economy and Finance 

MPWT - Ministry of Public Works and Transport 

NPR - National Poverty Rate 

PIB - Public Information Booklet 

PMU - Project Management Unit 

PRSC - Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee 

PRSC-WG - Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee Working Group 

PGRC - Provincial Grievance Redress Committee 

RCS - Replacement Cost Study 

RGC - Royal Government of Cambodia 

SMR - Social Safeguards Monitoring Report 

SOP - Standard Operating Procedures 

SPS - ADB Safeguards Policy Statement (2009) 

USD - United States Dollar 

WG - Working Group 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT 
 

1. The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) has obtained two loans (L3311 and L8295) and a 
grant (G0454) for the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project 
(TS-1 or the Project). The loans and grants were approved on 10 November 2015 and will be 
closed on 30 April 2023. The Project will support the RGC to increase economic growth and 
environmental protection in the towns in the Tonle Sap Region. Specifically, the Project will 
enhance urban environment, improve public health and contribute to better quality, coverage and 
reliability of urban services to over 100,000 residents in the two towns of Kampong Chhnang and 
Pursat. This will be achieved through an integrated program of physical and non-physical 
investments in priority infrastructure rehabilitation, improvement and extension, organizational 
development and capacity building. 

 
2. The outcome of project investments will be improved urban environment, climate change 

resilience and urban management in the towns around the Tonle Sap. This will in turn: (i) ensure 
that Kampong Chhnang and Pursat towns can support and benefit from economic growth along 
the GMS Southern Economic Corridor, (ii) stimulate improved economic competitiveness of the 
urban areas, and (iii) enhance the sustainability of socio-economic gains. The outcome will include 
enhanced quality, coverage, and reliability of drainage, wastewater, solid waste management, and 
reduced incidence of flooding from Tonle Sap River and due to storm water. 

 
1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE SUBPROJECTS 

 
3. During the extended monitoring period from December 2019 to June 2022, there are two Detailed 

Resettlement Plans (DRPs) approved for Pursat Province under the Project and all of which are 
classified as category “B” on the Involuntary Resettlement (IR) impacts. Therefore, this 
consolidated Social Safeguards Monitoring Report (SMR) on Land Acquisition and Involuntary 
Resettlement (LAR) is prepared for both DRPs. 

 

1.2.1 Pursat Solid Waste Management Subproject 
 

4. The Pursat Solid Waste Management Subproject (hereafter referred to SWM Subproject) is 
designed for 30 years' operational capacity. The four stages will occupy an area of about 10 ha 
overall, including allowance for buildings, roads, waste cells, drainage and tree-line barriers 
around the waste mounds. 

 
5. The DRP for SWM Subproject was approved by the IRC on 26 November 2019 and cleared by 

ADB on 12 December 2019 with the cut-off date established on 21 September 2013. Table 1 
summarizes the Project and SWM Subproject Data and Milestone Dates. 

 
Table 1: Summary of the Project and SWM Subproject Data and Milestone Date 

Project Name Integrated Urban Management in Tonle Sap Basin 
Project (TS-1) 

Loan/Grant/Credit Number Loan 3311 and 8295-CAM and Grant 0454-CAM 

Date of Approval of Loans/Grant 10 November 2018 

Subproject Name Pursat Solid Waste Management Subproject 

Province Pursat 

BRP/RF Approved by IRC April/2015 

BRP/RF Approve by ADB April/2015 

Detailed Design and Demarcation of 
Land Completed 

April/2019 
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Cut Off Date for Eligibility 21 September 2013 

DRP Approved by IRC 26 November 2019 

DRP Approved by ADB 12 December 2019 
 

1.2.2 Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Subprojects 
 

6. The Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Subprojects (hereafter referred to WWTP 
Subprojects) include drainage network improvements, a new wastewater treatment plant 
(WWTP), and managed landfill, widened access road and associated equipment. Within the 
drainage network improvement subproject, the drains will be placed under the middle of existing 
road for a total length of over 20KM. The new WWTP will be constructed at the site of a defunct 
existing WWTP. There are two subprojects under this DRP including (1) Storm Drainage System 
and (2) Wastewater Treatment Plant. 

 

7. The DRP for WWTP Subprojects was approved by the IRC on 30 December 2019 and cleared by 
ADB on the same date with the cut-off date established on 21 September 2013. Table 2 
summarizes WWTP Subproject Data and Milestone Dates. 

 
Table 2: Summary of WWTP Subprojects Data and Milestone Date 

Subproject Name Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Subprojects 

Province Pursat 

Project Approved by DP November/2015 

BRP/RF Approved by IRC April/2015 

BRP/RF Approve by DP April/2015 

Detailed Design and Demarcation 
of Land Completed 

 
April/2019 

Cut Off Date for Eligibility 02 February 2014 

DRP Approved by IRC 30 December 2019 

DRP Approved by DP 30 December 2019 

 
1.3 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

 
8. Monitoring on implementation of the DRPs is critical to the success of the project. While EA is 

responsible for monitoring on implementation of the entire project, the responsible for monitoring 
and reporting on implementation of the (LAR) activities as specified in the Standard Operation 
Procedures (SOP) for LAR for externally funded projects as well as the DRPs is solely mandated 
to the General Department of Resettlement (GDR), specifically the Department of Internal 
Monitoring and Data Management (DIMDM) of GDR. 

 
9. This consolidated SMR is prepared by DIMDM of GDR for only LAR for the implementation of both 

DRPs for Pursat Province. For the monitoring information of Kampong Chhnang Subproject, it will 
be prepared and reported in the subsequent SMRs upon the approval of the DRP for the 
Subproject. The monitoring period is extended from December 2019 to June 2022. This SMR is a 
requirement under the Safeguards Policy Statement 2009 (SPS 2009) for only LAR which is under 
the mandate of GDR. 

 

2. INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
 

10. There have been no changes in the institutional arrangements set up for the Project and that 
specified in the DRP. The Project is implemented by the Ministry of Public Works and Transport 
(MPWT) as the executing agency (EA) through the Project Management Unit (PMU) which are 
supporting MPWT in undertaking overall oversight and management of the Project. It is supported 
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by consultants to ensure that procedures are followed and that the implementation schedules of 
the Project and the subproject are kept on track. 

 
11. However, under the oversight of the IRC, GDR is the permanent secretariat of the IRC as well as 

the lead agency directly responsible for the preparation, implementation, and monitoring and 
reporting of the Land Acquisition and Resettlement (LAR). The IRC mechanism was established 
by the Prime Minister’s Decision No.13 dated 18 March 1997, updated on 16 February 1999 by 
the Decision No.98 and Decision dated 03 December 2010, with the mandate to review and 
evaluate the resettlement impact and land acquisition for public physical infrastructure 
development projects in the Kingdom of Cambodia. The IRC, by virtue of the Prime Minister’s 
Decision, exercises the authority of the Expropriation Committee under the Expropriation Law and 
is a collective entity, permanently chaired and led by the Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF), 
and with members from different line ministries. 

 
12. GDR carries out the LAR activities under through its Resettlement Department 3 (RD3). However, 

the day-to-day LAR activities are carried out by the IRC-Working Group (IRC-WG); comprises 
technical staffs of the EA, technical staffs of Line Ministry and staffs of the RD3. The IRC-WG led 
by the Deputy Director of RD3. In the province, the IRC-WG is assisted by the Provincial 
Resettlement Sub-Committee (PRSC) and PRSC-Working Group (PRSC-WG). The IRC and IRC- 
WG were established on 05 October 2016 and 31 October 2016, respectively, by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance while the PRSC on 11 September 2016 and PRSC-WG on 07 December 
2016 by the Provincial Governor for both SWM Subproject and WWTP Subproject. 

 

13. DIMDM of GDR is responsible for carrying out the internal monitoring of the implementation of the 
DRPs and the verification and validation of the compliance of the entitlements and compensation 
payments with the provisions of the entitlement matrix in the DRPs. Its role extends to internal 
verification of all LAR activities for compliance with the provisions agreed in the DRPs and reports 
directly to the Director General of GDR. In addition, DIMDM records and reviews all complaints 
and grievances submitted by AHs, investigate and make recommendations on compliance to the 
Director General of GDR. Table 3 illustrates the institutional roles and responsibilities of GDR for 
only Resettlement Safeguards. 

 
Table 3: Institutional Roles and Responsibilities of GDR for Resettlement Safeguards 

Activities Responsible Agencies 

Finalization of sites/alignments for subproject PMU, PIU, PMIS 

Meetings at community/household level with APs and DPs GDR, PMU, PIU, PMIS 

Conducting Census of all APs and DMS GDR, PMU and Line Ministry 

Calculation of RCS Consultant recruited by GDR 

Preparing and defining types of impact/losses of different types of 
assets from different categories of APs 

GDR 

Formulating compensation and rehabilitation measures/package GDR 

Conducting discussions/meetings with all APs and other 
stakeholders 

GDR, IRC-WG and PRSC- 
WG 

Finalizing entitlements and rehabilitation packages GDR 

Endorsing the DRPs IRC and ADB 

Approval and allocating budget IRC/MEF/RGC 

Payment of Compensation GDR, IRC/WG and PRSC- 
WG 

Grievance Redress GDR and PGRC 

Internal Quarterly Monitoring and Reporting on Implementation of 
approved DRPs (to EA/PMU) (Internal Monitoring Report – IMR) 

DIMDM of GDR 
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Semi-Annual Social Safeguards Monitoring Reports on 
Implementation of approved DRPs (to ADB) (Social Safeguards 
Monitoring Report – SMR) 

DIMDM of GDR 

 

3. SCOPE OF LAND ACQUISITION AND RESETTLEMENT 

 
3.1 SWM SUBPROJECT 

 
14. In the DRP, SWM Subproject will cause impacts on assets and/or economic displacement of 5 

AHs (26 APs), out of which, 2 AHs will lose agricultural land for landfill access road (total of 
1,410m2) and no residential land impacted, 4 AHs will lose secondary structures (walls, fencing, 
pavement and well), and 1 AH will lose 2 fruit trees. None of the AHs experience major impacts. 
No main structures and crops are affected. There is no impact on businesses or livelihoods. 

 
15. There is only one vulnerable AH (8 APs) out of the 5 AHs, who is eligible for one-time cash 

assistance allowance of $100 per AH. The one vulnerable AH will also have an option to participate 
in the Income Restoration Program (IRP) or receive $500 cash assistance for IRP. 

 

3.2 WWTP SUBPROJECT 
 

16. In the DRP, WWTP subproject will cause impacts on assets and/or economic displacement of 21 
AHs (96 APs), out of which, one AH will partly lose primary structure and compensated for the 
entire main structure, 17 AHs will lose secondary structures and 10 AHs will lose 22 trees. There 
is no impact on Land as all impacts are within the ROW as well as on Land Use and crops. 

 
17. 5 AHs are categorized as vulnerable, out of which 2 AHs are poor, 2 AHs are female headed 

households with dependents and 1 AH is elderly with no other means of support. The vulnerable 
AH will be eligible for one-time cash assistance allowance of 100$/AH and will also have the option 
to participate in the IRP or 500$ cash assistance. 2 AHs unregistered family businesses will be 
affected and will receive a one-time cash assistance of 50$/AH for temporary loss of income and 
one-time cash assistance of 200$/AH. 

 
4. DELIVERY OF COMPENSATION PAYMENTS FOR ENTITLEMENTS 

 
4.1 PREPARATION OF COMPENSATION PAYMENTS 

 
18. Both ADB’s SPS (2009) and Cambodian Expropriation Law 2010 require that all compensation for 

the acquired land, housing and other assets are based on full replacement cost. Full replacement 
cost is the cost of replacing expropriated assets of the same or better quality in the current land 
and/or housing market. This will be determined by a replacement cost study (RCS). The main 
objective of the RCS is to determine the rate of land prices based on actual transaction records of 
the affected areas, of affected main and secondary structures, and of fruit trees, trees and crops. 
Based on the results of RCS, the AHs will receive compensation at replacement cost (reflecting 
market price) from RGC for their loss of land and property under the Subproject. The full 
replacement cost for the Subproject was determined through RCS carried out by a professional 
independent national firm (RCS Consultant) qualified and experienced in property valuation to 
determine compensation rates reflecting current market prices for (i) Agricultural, Residential and 
Commercial Land, (ii) Different types of affected structures and (iii) Crops and trees; transportation 
cost and allowance for essential basic infrastructure service. 

 
19. For both SWM Subproject and WWTP Subprojects, the RCS was finalized on 22 July 2019 

whereas the first compensation payments were conducted on 29 May 2020 . The second 
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compensation payments for the Corrective Action Plan (CAP) under both DRPs were conducted 
on 17 May 2022. This shall be noted that the CAP compensation payments were included the 
inflation rates for the year 2020 and 2021. Therefore, it shall be confirmed that both compensation 
payments were valid at the time of compensation payments. 

 
4.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPENSATION PAYMENTS 

 
4.2.1 SWM SUBPROJECT 

 
20. Under the DRP for SWM Subproject, a total of 5 AHs are entitled for compensation payments. 

The contract negotiations started on 16 January 2020 and on 30 March 2022 for CAP 
implementation. All the contracts were signed and compensation payments were made to the 5 
AHs in the amount of $10,685.38 or 100.38% against the planned estimate of $10,648.54 in the 
DRP after the provisions of CAP compensation payments. The planned vs actual compensation 
payments are summarized in Table 4. 

 
Table 4: Planned vs Actual Compensation Payments for SWM Subproject 

 
LAR Activity 

SWM Subproject  
Remarks 

Planned Actual 
% 

Complete 

No. of Affected Households 5 5 100  

Cumulative Contract 
Preparation and Negotiations 

5 5 100 
 

Cumulative Contracts Signed 5 5 100  

Cumulative Disbursement of 
Compensation ($) 

10,648.54 10,685.38 100.38 
 

 
21. This should be noted that there was a miscalculation in the approved DRP for the total estimated 

budget for resettlement cost. The total direct cost should be $10,648.54 instead of $10,546.54 
which as previously mention, results in miscalculated amount of $102. 

 

22. After the provisions of CAP compensation payments, the total actual expenditure was $10,685.38 
which is 100.38 % compared to the estimated budget in the DRP. The actual compensation 
payments were made according to the estimated budget in the DRP for all categories. The $36.84 
variation is the compensation for the inflation rates for the year 2020 and 2021. The CAP 
compensation payments were for one Deep Well, one Mango Tree, one Kokoh Tree and one AH 
entitled for IRP. The detailed information on compensation payments for CAP is shown in Annex 
01. Table 5 summarizes the detailed information on actual budget expenditure. 

 

Table 5: Summary of Details of Actual Budget Expenditure 

Entitlement Category Estimate in 
DRP 
($) 

Variance 
($) 

Expenditure 
($) 

Percentage 
Disbursed 

(%) 

Agricultural Land 3,384.00 0.00 3,384.00 100.00 

Assets (Structures & Trees) 6,664.54 0.00 6,664.54 100.00 

Income Loss & Allowances - - - - 

Vulnerability Assistance 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00 

Livelihood Programs 500.00 0.00 500.00 100.00 

Inflation Rate (2020&2021)  36.84 36.84  

Total 10,648.54 36.84 10,685.38 100.38 
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4.2.2 WWTP SUBPROJECT 
 

23. Under the DRP for WWTP Subproject, a total of 21 AHs are entitled for compensation payments. 
The contract negotiations started on 16 January 2020 and on 30 March 2022 for CAP 
implementation. All the contracts were signed and compensation payments were made to the 21 
AHs in the amount of $ 10,520.25 or 105% against the planned estimate of $10,009.14 in the DRP 
after the provisions of CAP compensation payments. The planned vs actual compensation 
payments are summarized in Table 6. 

 
Table 6: Planned vs Actual Compensation Payments under the Subproject DRP. 

 
LAR Activity 

The Subprojects  
Remarks 

Planned Actual 
% 

Complete 

No. of Affected Households 21 21 100  

Cumulative Contract 
Preparation and Negotiations 

21 21 100 
 

Cumulative Contracts Signed 21 21 100  

Cumulative Disbursement 
of Compensation ($) 

10,009.14 10,520.25 105.09 
 

 
24. After the provisions of CAP compensation payments, the total actual expenditure was $10,520.25 

USD which is 105% compared to the estimated budget in the DRP. The actual compensation 
payments were made according to the estimated budget in the DRP for all categories. The CAP 
compensation payments were for Main Structure, Secondary Structure, 03 AHs for vulnerable, 
and 04 AHs for IRP. The detailed information on compensation payments for CAP is shown in 
Annex 01. Table 7 summarizes the detailed information on actual budget expenditure. 

 
Table 7: Summary of Details of Actual Budget Expenditure 

Entitlement Category Estimate in 
DRP 
($) 

Variance 
($) 

Expenditure 
($) 

Disbursed 
(%) 

Assets (Structures & Trees) 6,009.14 230.00 6,239.14 104.00 

Income Loss & Allowances 500.00 0 500.00 100.00 

Vulnerability Assistance 500.00 0 500.00 100.00 

Livelihood Programs 3,000.00 0 3,000.00 100.00 

Inflation Rate (2020&2021) - 281.11 281.11 - 

Total 10,009.14 511.11 10,520.25 105.09 

 

5. LIVELIHOOD RESTORATION/SUPPORT PROGRAM 

 
25. In the DRP for SWM Subproject, there was only one vulnerable AH (VAH) that is entitled to 

participate in the Income Restoration Program (IRP). After the original compensation payments 
and implementation of CAP, it is confirmed that the one VAH opted for cash was paid for the IRP 
accordingly. 

 
26. In addition, in the DRP for WWTP Subproject, there was 05 VAHs that is entitled to participate in 

the IRP. After the original compensation payments and implementation of CAP, it is confirmed that 
all 05 VAHs opted for cash were paid for the IRP accordingly. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF RESETTLEMENT SITE AND RELOCATION 

 
27. There is no resettlement site development or any relocation of AH for both SWM Subproject and 

WWTP Subproject under the Project. 
 

7. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

 
28. The GRM procedures outlines in the approved DRPs for the Subprojects under the Project. The 

objective of GRM is to resolve complaints as quickly as possible and at the local level through a 
process of conciliation; and, if that is not possible, to provide clear and transparent procedures for 
registering complaints and their resolving processes. AHs are entitled to lodge complaints 
regarding any aspect of the implementation of DRPs without prejudice to their right to file 
complaints with the Provincial Courts at any point in the process. 

 
29. PGRC was established by the Provincial Governor on 11 September 2017 to cater to the events 

of Grievance Redress for SWM Subproject as well as on the same date for WWTP Subproject 
and there has been no change in the composition of PGRC members during the monitoring period. 

 
30. It was reported that the updated PIB and GRM were well distributed and explained to all entitled 

AHs who attended the consultation meetings during the DRP implementation. The further detailed 
information on the public consultation and information disclosure is provided in the Section 08 of 
this report. 

 

31. During the monitoring period, there was no formal grievances were lodged, recorded or resolved 
for all subprojects under the Project by DIMDM of GDR. 

 

8. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 

 
32. As per DRPs under the Project, consultation meetings were organized several times during the 

DRPs preparation. The consultation meetings carried out prior and during the DMS, consultations 
carried out during the DRPs implementations covered the disclosure of the RCS report, contract 
signing process and compensation disbursement. During the monitoring period of the LAR 
activities implemented under the approved DRP for the Subproject, the IRC-WG assisted by 
PRSC-WG and local authorities organized extensive consultation meetings, prior to contract 
signings and provisions of compensation payments and implementation of CAP. 

 
33. For SWM Subproject, the IRC-WG assisted by PRSC-WG conducted consultations prior to 

contract negotiations and signing. The consultation meeting was held at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey 
on 19 March 2020, attended by 5 participants, out of which 2 were females. For WWTP Subproject, 
the consultation meeting was held at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey on 18 February 2020, attended by 
35 participants, out of which 24 were females. During this public consultation meeting, all 
participated AHs were informed that the DMS and the RCS are completed, the compensation 
package for each AH is known and draft contracts for each AH has been prepared. The PIB for 
Compensation Package was also provided and explained to all AHs. The schedule for the 
displaced persons contract signing (with deadlines), and the legal requirements to receive the 
compensation (national ID, evidence of land ownership) was also be explained. Each AH was 
provided with the draft contract and the compensation amounts explained to the satisfaction of the 
AH on one-to-one basis. The AHs were provided the option to sign the contract there and then or 
given 3 working days to submit the signed contract to the IRC-WG through the village council 
office. All AHs signed the contract on the same day. During this stage, there were 02 AHs, 
asking questions related to compensation entitlement, and dates to receive the compensation. 
The working group leader has chronologically responded to the questions. The details of the Q&A and 
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documents include activities, attendant lists and minutes of meeting both in English and Khmer 
version have been attached in Annex 2, point 1 below. Table 8 is the summary of the consultation 
during contract signing stage. 

 

Table 8: Summary of the Consultation During Contract Signing Stage 

Subproject Date Location Number 
of Male 

Number 
of 

Female 

Points discussed 

SWM 
Subproject 

19 March 
2020 

Sala Sangkat 
Ptas Prey 

3 2 • To inform that the RCS and 
DMS has been completed 

• the compensation package 
has been prepared for each 
AHs 

• To provide the PIB to the Ahs 

• To explain the legal process to 
be compensated, contract 
information 

WWTP 
Subproject 

18 
February 

2020 

Sala Sangkat 
Ptas Prey 

11 24 

 
34. The second public consultation meeting was conducted jointly by the IRC-WG and PRSC-WG on 

29 May 2020 being held at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey for SWM Subproject (attended by 5 
participants) and on 29 May 2020 at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey (attended by 21 participants). The 
schedule for compensation payments was informed to the AHs one week in advance of the 
schedule date of the meeting through the commune and village offices. Prior to commencement 
of the compensation payment, the AHs are informed about the GRM and the procedures to follow 
in case they have any complaints about the compensation payments. Compensation payments 
are made on household-to-household basis and each AH was provided an opportunity to seek 
clarifications about the compensation package prior to receiving the payment. No AH raised any 
issue about their compensation payment during the compensation payments. Documents include 
activities, and minutes of meeting both in English and Khmer version have been attached in Annex 
2, point 2 below. Table 9 is the summary of the consultation during compensation stage. 

 
Table 9: Summary of the Consultation During Compensation Stage 

Subproject Date Location Number 
of Male 

Number 
of 

Female 

Points discussed 

SWM 
Subproject 

29 May 
2020 

Sala Sangkat 
Ptas Prey 

3 2 • To inform the AHs about the 
GRM procedure in case they 
are dissatisfied with the 
compensation payment 

• To disburse the payment for 
each AHs 

WWTP 
Subproject 

29 May 
2020 

Sala Sangkat 
Ptas Prey 

12 9 

 
35. For the implementation of CAP, the public consultation meetings were conducted on 30 March 

2022 at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey , attended by 09 AHs prior to contract signings and on 17 May 
2022 at Sala Sangkat Ptas Prey, attended by 09 AHs prior to compensation payments. The 
process and procedures for both public consultation meetings were conducted in the same ways 
as the above-mentioned public consultation meetings for original. All of relevant documents in 
both contract signing and compensation stage have been attached in Annex 1 below. 

 
36. For the information disclosure of the Project, the DRP for SWM Subproject and WWTP Subproject 

were disclosed on ADB and MPWT website on November 2019 for SWM Subproject and on 
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December 2019 for WWTP Subproject. Despite that, at the consultation meeting for the 
consultation meeting for the preparation DRP, the Khmer version of the PIB was also developed 
and distributed the participants and to commune and village chiefs. 

 

9. MAJOR ISSUES AND PROPOSED ACTIONS 

 
37. It shall be concluded that the implementation of the DRPs for all Subprojects under the Project 

was satisfactorily completed and complied with agreed policy/principles stipulated in both ADB 
SPS 2009 and Cambodian Laws and Regulations and RGC’s SOP for LAR, and especially the 
provisions specified in the approved DPRs. The land was handed over to the MPWT on 21 July 
2020 for the commencement of civil works. 

 
38. Despite there were some variations on the actual compensation payments compared to 

entitlements specified in the DRPs, the implementation of CAP was fully and successfully 
achieved. 

 
39. By the end of this monitoring period, there are no major issues and no grievances have been 

reported to be lodged or are pending from the implementation of the LAR activities. Therefore, 
there are not corrective actions to be taken during this monitoring period. 

 

 
-END- 
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Annex: 

Annex 01: Corrective Action Plan (CAP) 
 

1. Contract Negotiation Stage 
a. Attendant List 

 



 

b. Activities during Contract Signing 
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c. Minutes of Meeting (Khmer Version) 
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d. Minutes of Meeting (English Version) 
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2. Compensation Stage 
 

a. Attendant List 
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b. Activities during Compensation 
c. 
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d. Minutes of Meeting (Khmer Version) 
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e. Minute of Meeting (English Version) 
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Annex 02: Project Implementation 
 

1. Contract Negotiation Stage 
a. Attendant List 
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b. Activities during Contract Signing 
 

 

 
 

 



c. Minutes of Meeting (Khmer Version)

22 
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d. Minutes of Meeting (English Version) 
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2. Compensation Stage 
a. Activities during Compensation 
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b. Minutes of Meeting (Khmer Version) 
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C. Minute of Meeting (English Version) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


